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I. INTRODUCTION
There has been an increasing interest in the dynamics of thin layers of two-level
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or multilevel atoms interacting with driving fields [1-4]. In this article we present a
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study of the chaotic behavior that occurs in a system consisting of a thin layer of
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two-level atoms interacting with an external coherent field and a phase conjugated
mirror. Here we use the semiclassicat, rotating-wave and plane-wave approximations
[5]. Since we neglect any coupling with a reservoir we study the long term dynam-
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ics of this coherent system.In reference (6j collective decay or excitation of a point
sample of two-level atoms was analized.A further reformulation and extension of this
problem was given in article [4], where the case of exact resonance (one mode approximation) was studied . Here we analyze the case when the phase conjugated mirror
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reflects a field with a carrier frequency different from the incident one. It is precisely
this frequency mismatch what makes the system time dependent, i.e., explicit time
dependent Rabi frequencies appear which drive the system of two-level atoms peri-
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odically. The variables of the differential equation describing this optical system lie
on a sphere. Therefore the system has a 3 dimensional phase space: two dimensions

We study the coherent dynamics of a thin layer of two-level atoms driven by an
external coherent field and a phase conjugated mirror (PCM). Since the variables of the
system are defined on the Bloch sphere, the third dimension is provided by the temporal
modulation of the Rabi frequencies, which are induced by a PCM which reflects an electric
field with a carrier frequency different from the incident one. We show that as the PCM
gain coefficient is changed period doubling leading to chaos ocurs. We find crises of attractor merging and attractor widening types related to homoclinic and heteroclinic tangencies
respectively. For the attractor merging crises we find the critical exponent for the characteristic time of intermittency versus the control parameter which is given by the gain
coefficient of the PCM. We show that during the crises of attractor widening type, another
crisis due to attractor destruction occurs as the control parameter is changed. The latter
is due to the collision of the old attractor with its basin boundary when a new attractor
is created. This new attractor is stable only in a very small interval in the neighborhood
of this second crisis.
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due to the sphere and the explicit periodic time dependence in the equations. As
a result chaos may occur. In particular we study crises that appear in this system.
Crises taking place in dissipative diffeomorfisms on the sphere had been studied to a
lesser extend than in driven dissipative systems on the plane such as the Van der Pol
oscillator [7].
In a crisis a sudden change in the dynamics of a chaotic attractor occurs as a
control parameter is changed [8,9]. More specifically, these sudden changes may have
three forms. The first called attractor destruction refers to the disappearance of a
chaotic attractor. The attractor becomes just a chaotic transient. The second type of
crisis known as attractor widening corresponds to a discontinuous change in the size

of a chaotic attractor with random bursts between the old and new region occupied

an external coherent field. In reference [4] the case of exact resonance between the

by the attractor. Finally, the third one called attractor merging refers to the merging

frequencies of the external field, the transition frequency of the two-level atoms and

of two or more existing attractors to form a single attractor [8,9]. A way to study

phase conjugated mirror pump fields, has been studied. There it was assumed that

these phenomena is in terms of the characteristic time for a given crisis [8, 9). The

the PCM is produced by four wave mixing [12]. Here we analyze the,case when the

validity of the scaling behavior for the characteristic time in the vicinity of crises had

external field and PCM pumpfieldsfrequencies are different. The later lead us to time

been confirmed in recent experiments [10,11].

dependent Rabi frequencies for the Bloch vector components, as we wilS see below.

In section 2 we present a set of equations that describe our optical system, stressing the way our equations differ from those of reference [4j. To our knowledge these

Next we give the equations stressing the way the time-dependent Rabi frequencies
are obtained.

equations are studied for the first time, In section 3 two fundamental symmetries of

Let us consider the system shown in Fig. (1). The region z < I , (t > 0) is

the system are established . We show a bifurcation diagram for the variables of the

occuppied with a dielectric whose dielectric constant is e, a PCM occuppies the region

system sampled at every driving period versus the control parameter that is given by

(z > I). A thin layer of two-level atoms with thickness d <C A, where A is the

the gain coefficient of the phase conjugated mirror (j(). Poincare sections are shown

wavelength of the emitted light by the atoms in vacuum, is centered parallel to the

which give us some insight into the crisis phenomena that we consider. In section 4

interface (z = 0). We assume that the space between the atomic layer and the

we study two successive crises that occur in our system as ji is changed. We show

interface is I 3> A and that / is of the same order of magnitude of the distance from

that the first crisis is related to a homociinic tangency between the stable and unsta-

the atomic dipole to its radiation zone, so that retardation effects are negligible. A

ble manifolds. We calculate the critical exponents which are related to the average

coherent applied field is incident perpendicularly upon the interfaces from the region

switching time between different attractors in an attractor merging crisis. Further

z < 0. The field is a plane wave linearly polarized along the s-axis tuned at exact

•he plots of the Liapunov exponents as a function of ft are given. The second crisis is

resonance with the atoms. Taking into account the presence of the thin polarizing

shown to be related to a heteroclinic tangency of manifolds. Here we find that a new

layer of two-level atoms, the boundary conditions at z = 0 are

chaotic attractor appears which destroys the old attractor. This attractor is related
to the onset of new tangencies of the invariant manifolds. In section 5 we give the
conclusions.

(1)
L.

II. GENERAL THEORY
Here we show the equations that describe the interaction between a system of
two-level atoms pumped simultaneously by a phase conjugated mirror (PCM) and by

VI-

Here Ex(z, t) and Hy(z,t) are the components of the electromagnetic field [13], and
Px is the surface polarization of the atomic thin film. The boundary conditions at
z = I will be written below. The electric fields and the polarization have the following
form for z < 0:

field carrier frequency oJt, happens to be down-shifted due to the interaction between
the forward coherent optical field and the acoustic wave in a nonlinear medium [12].
while for 0 < z < I we obtain:
E™(z, 0 = -7= [Ef(z,t)exp(i(kz

Following reference [4] we find the total electric field at the atomic layer position
- wt)) + Eb{z,l)exp{-i(kz

(; = 0). This self-consistent field is inserted in the Bloch equations ,which after a

+ ut)) + c.c],

change of variables yield [4];
and
1
Px - —p[Pexp(-iwt) + c.c.].
Here Eo(z,t}, Er(z,t),

(2)

Ej(z,t), Et(zJ) and P are the slowly varying envelopes of

the incident, reflected, forward, backward and polarization fields respectively, and

(4)

Where

At the interface z = / the phase conjugated mirror produces a reflected wave Epcm
whose amplitude is defined as follows [12]:
= Eb exp(-ikt) = )i(E/ exp(ikl))\

(3)

here /< = |/i|exp(e^), | n \ stands for the PCM gain coefficient, the phase 0 is a time
dependent function and is given by 4' = i/>o + <52, where 4>o is the PCM intrinsic phase

= — | Eo | .
9

[12] and, b is the frequency mismatch between the carrier frequency of the external
driving field ui and the carrier frequency of the conjugate field un, (S =' wj — ui).
The processes that may produce this mismatch are four-wave mixing and stimulated
Brillouiti scattering. If the PCM was created by four-wave mixing then the conjugated
field Et would have a carrier frequency wj = wi +wj — ui, according to the conservation
of photon energy in this process. Here u>\ and w^ are the frequencies of the pump
fields. We assume that the conjugated field E\, propagates in opposition to the incident

Here D is the population inversion , X and Y are the slowly varying components
of the atomic polarization.The external coherent field at z = 0 is written as Eo =|
Eo | ex-p(iip). The time has been renormalized ( —» gt. g is the cooperative decay rate
and x i s the atom-field coupling constant [4], Here we assumed that the transition
frequency between the upper and lower energy levels of the two-level atoms coincides
with the carrier frequency of the external laser field u>. We consider the case when

probe field, following the conservation of photon momentum in this process [12]. In

f = 0, i/>o = 0 and 6 is renormalized to S = (wj — <J)j1g = (wi + ui7 — 2uj)/2g. In this

the case when the PCM is generated by stimulated Brillouin scattering, the conjugate

way using the definition for t/> we obtain ip — tp/2 — —St. At exact resonance i.e when
<5 = 0 , these equations had been solved [4].

•..•».-». '<!

,'Srl

The equations studied in this work are a limit when the coupling of the twolevel atoms and reservoir is neglected [4]. For a. pure radiative process, defining the

the active atoms occupy a thin slab which has a width smaller than the millimetre
wave-lenght [14], and therefore may be considered as a thin film of two-leve! atoms.

transversal decay rate by 7 one may find that the cooperative decay rate is g ~ 7)1,
III. PROPERTIES OF THE EQUATIONS

where n is the surface atomic density. In this case the components of the Bioch
1

vector would suffer an additional decay given by a purely linear damping term.By
renormalizing the time t —• gt, as done here , the coefficients of these linear damping
terms will scale as 7/5 ss [jn. Assuming a big enough value for the surface atomic
density n , the linear decay coefficients may be considered as a small perturbation in
the system , as a result of what the qualitative dynamics of the system jn an interval

From now on f will stand for |/i|. The system of eqs. (4) may be rewritten in the
following way:
D

cos <j> sin <j> + fix c o s <$>-•.

/l

—- = ^0^(1 - D2)sm24>-ejl
t

D

— = + ily sin <!>

(5)

of the control parameter space n is the same with or without linear damping terms.
A more rigourom formulation of the conditions under which a small perturbation

upon the following change of coordinates

does not change qualitatively the dynamics of our system requires a study of the
associated structural stability. We consider this study as a first step to analize the
more realistic case that takes into account the effect of the reservoir, since the theory
of 2 dimensional maps is much better understood than maps in higher dimensions.
Finally as regards the experimental feasibility of the present system ,where the

The instantaneous rate of change is given by the divergence of the flow:

small linear damping terms might be included , it will be ideal that the experiment
,-?produce the general features of Fig. (1) , as discussed in reference [4],However one
may also consider situations where a system of two-level atoms is contained in resonant
cavities working in the bad-cavity limit.These are millimetre-wave cavities containing
Rydberg atoms where superradiant behavior has been observed [14] or ring cavities
containing two-level atoms suited for superradiance [15]. However here two important
elements must be included.One is the external coherent field that is assumed to be in

V/ = ^

+ | ^ = 2£>.

(6)

According to eq. (6), volumes do not change uniformly everywhere in phase space. In
fact they may contract or even expand. On the average ,however they contract for
the parameter values that we use as we shall discuss next. The limit of this average
volume change Ao is a definite quantity and equals the sum of the three Lyapunov
exponents of eqs. (5) when regarded as an autonomous system [16]

resonance with the atomic transition frequency and the cavity frequency.The other
is the PCM that transforms the output field of the system and has to be reinjected
in the resonant cavity.Let us point out that in the case of the millimetre-wave cavity

Ao = lim ~ f D[q)dq = lim -£ = A, + \2 + X3.

(7)

Since time flows uniformly one of the Lyapunov exponents, say A3,is equal to zero.

It is known that all strange chaotic attractors in a flow defined in a phase space

the Rabi frequency (proportional to the external laser amplitude) and the collective

of three dimensions have the same spectrum of Lyapunov exponents ( + ,0, - ) [16,17].

damping coefficient g. Here the lenght of the Bloch vector has been normalized to

For periodic orbits the spectrum is (0, - . - ) .

1. On the other hand i = (wj + w2 — 2u)/2g = w, we believe is not an unphysical

In Fig. (2a) we see the attractor for /i = 2, i.e., the Poincare section of theflowof
eq. (5) in the (0, D) plane sampled every period of the Rabi frequencies Qx and iit.
In Figs. (2b) and (2c) the maximum Lyapunov exponent A] and the Kaplan-Yorke
are

estimate.
We study the behavior for JJ > 1, which means that the PCM reflects a field whose
intensity is higher than the incoming one. We numerically checked that for fi < 1

shown as a function of time i.e. the number of iterates. Near

one has only periodic stable orbits. Let us point out that by definition the symmetry

the crises dimension DK-Y is the typical value for the attractors that we study. In

property S2 of our dynamical system indicates that we are dealing with a reversible

these figures 50000 points (orbits) had been plotted after a transient of 300 periods.

flow [18,19],Several studies have been carried out recently on reversibleflowsor maps

Eqs. (5) may be studied using the Poincare mapping technique, i.e., we study the

[20-22]. A typical property of reversibleflowsis the possible existence of conservative

set of points generated by the intersection of the flow with the planes t = nT, where

(KAM tori) or dissipative (strange attractors) behavior in different regions of phase

T — 2w/6 = 2. In eqs. (5) there are two symmetries . The first symmetry Si is the

space. In particular a model for the CO^ laser driven by an external coherent field

following:

shows this behavior [22]. Here the disappearance of conservative regions and the

dimension Dn-Y

onset of dissipative structures are related to symmetry breaking bifurcations. Near
the crises and using grids with 300 different initial conditions each chosen randomly
we always found that after a transient the orbit reaches an attractor. On the other
T

(8)

hand near the crises, all the period-one orbits found on the sphere are saddles and
'heir corresponding eigenvalues yield a product whose absolute value is less than one.

The second symmetry Si is given by:

Therefore we conclude that we are dealing with a purely dissipative (reversible) system
£>-.-£,
tj>-t

for which we apply the corresponding theory [16]. That , however does not exclude the

-<p,

t-t-t.

possibility that for other sets of parameters both conservative and dissipative behavior
(9)

It means that under the operations of symmetry S, and Si the form of the equations
do not change. In the present paper we study the transition to chaos by changing
only one control parameter, namely the parameter of nonlinearity ft. To this end
we keep the parameter Qo = 1, which corresponds physically to an equality between

may coexist in our system. Considering the above symmetries we may more easily
study the bifurcation diagrams shown in Figs. (3a) and (3b) for <f> and D respectively.
Let us mention that the number of transients and the iterated points had been set
equal to 300 and 400 respectively. This, according to our numerical calculations, is
an optimum number of iterated points necessary to eliminate transients, except in

10

the neighborhood of the critical values fi where crises arise and longer transients are
required.

could expect that for a critical value of fi = /ii such that /tj < (tj attractor merging
could occur, i.e., both attractors A\ and A? at pi form a single attractor A, as one

In the present system we have found that there are at most two possible basins
of attraction for the selected parameters, In the case when there are 2 basins of

may check by comparing Fig. (4) and the bifurcation diagrams given by Figs. (3a)
and (3b).

attraction in the Poincare section, say B\ and S2, with corresponding attractors Ai
and A2, one may pass from Ai (A2) to A2 (AL) by applying the symmetry operation
Si to any point of Aj (A2) and allowing the flow to have an evolution for half period.

On the other hand at the critical value /t = fij such that ^ij < ji2 attractor
widening could occur due to the collision of the only attractor A with the inset of
the saddle points P' (the repeller) symmetric to those points Pi embedded in the

However when there is only one basin of attraction B with its corresponding attractor
attractor. For p values contained between pi\ and Hi and their vicinities there are
A, then the above mentioned operation gives rise to a point that belongs to the same
only 6 different period-one saddle points in the Poincare section. The above mentioned
attractor A, Notice that the attractors above mentioned may be periodic or chaotic.
crises-induced intermittencies will be treated in the next section.
The second symmetry operation S2 allows us to find the position of a saddle
point P', symmetric to a saddle point P, such that P' = (D*,<f>*) = -(D,<f>) = - P .

IV. INTERIOR CRISES INDUCED BY THE PCM GAIN COEFFICIENT

Besides, upon the symmetry operation S2 the dynamics backward in time is the

In Fig. (6) we draw again for /i = 1.945 all the period-one saddle points, the un-

same as the dynamics forward for eqs. (5), but for a change in the sign of D and (j>.

stable manifolds corresponding to the attractors A\ and Aj, and the stable manifolds

That tell us that if we find a chaotic attractor which embeds a set of saddle points

that form the basin boundary for the attractors Ai and A2. As it is clearly seen in

P> = ( D ; , ^ ) , * = l , . . . , n , then a repeller exists which embeds the symmetric set

Fig. (6) the formation of successive fingers (lobes) in the stable manifolds will give

of points P- - -{D,,<j>,), i = ]

rise to an infinite sequence of homocSinic points [16]. At the first crisis (/i = pi)

n. This repeller is in fact the inset (the stable

manifold) of points P', since in the dynamics backwards in time, this inset is the

K

attractor (outset (unstable manifold)) for these points. Notice that these saddles

two basins. This is the signature of attractor merging [9]. The later occurs because

may have arbitrary period.

our system has the symmetry property S\. In other words any event happening to

oth attractors A\ and Ai touch simultaneously the boundary that separates their

To illustrate the later we see in Fig. (4) the two different attractors A] and Ai

attractor A\ (in particular the boundary crisis) will occur with attractor Ai which is

at fi^ = 1.945 just before a crisis takes place. In Fig. (5) we see the only attractor

obtained upon application of the symmetry 5] to attractor At. Attractor A2 reflects

and its corresponding repeller at p? = 2.04 slightly before a second crisis occurs.

the dynamics of A\ just half period later.

Here after a transient of 300 periods, 5000 orbits were considered for each attractor
or repeller.

For ix slightly larger than ; j t the generated points will intermittently be localized
in any of the former attractors, as suggested by Fig. (7) for <ji versus time when

According to the classification of crises given by the Maryland group [8,9], we

11

ft = 1.96.

Similar intermittent pictures had been obtained for flows such as the
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forced damped pendulum [24] and the forced double well Duffing equation [25]. In
these cases two attractors merge to form a single attractor.
It has been proved by L.-S. Young [26] that for two-dimensional invertible maps
the information dimension D; equals the Kaplan-Yorke dimension DK-YDI

= DK-Y = 1 + r-^-r

forever the region formerly occupied by the attractor for a control parameter larger
than a certain critical value. For certain controls the Ikeda map [8] and the forced
Van der Pol equation [7], show this behavior. In these cases the orbit goes to infinity.
Near a tangency between the stable and unstable manifolds the topology of the
phase space changes. In particular new attractors may appear ( sinks), which might
be periodic or chaotic. The number of these sinks may be finite or infinite. These

where Ai and A2 are the positive and negative Lyapunov exponents respectively.

sinks usually have very sma!l basins of attraction [23,27,28]. It is worth to mention

In Figs. (Sa) and (Sb) we show the bifurcation diagrams as p is varied for the

that for the attractor merging crises no sinks have been observed in the forced damped

positive Lyapunov exponent X\ and the information dimension Di. The transient

pendulum or in the forced double-well Duffing equation [9,23]. Also in the blue sky

time of Ai and D\ has been set equal to 8000 periods and only their values at the

catastrophe of a chaotic attractor, as in the attractor generated by the forced Van

next 300 periods had been plotted for each /J value. The typical error we make in

der Po! equation (Smale-Birkhoff attractor), when it looses stability approaching its

this plotting fluctuates between I and 0.1 per cent of the real values of \\ and Dj, It

basin boundary no additional new attractors (sinks) have been observed [7j. We

happens since the temporal evolution of these quantities for this value of fi is similar

believe that the destruction of the chaotic attractor in the crisis of attractor widening

to those when ft = 2.0 as shown in Fig. (2b) and (2c).

type is due to the appearance of these sinks.

In codimension 1 bifurcations, intemiittencies due to crises of the type attractor merging or attractor widening cause a discontinuous jump in size of the chaotic
attractor, in such a way that the chaotic attractor just before bifurcation lies inside
the chaotic attractor just after bifurcation [23]. It has been stated, at least regarding

Notice that here the attractor merging crisis is produced by an homoclinic event
since the new tangencies are created only by the corresponding manifolds of the saddle
point localized in the basin boundary. According to the Maryland group [9], past but
near the homoclinic tangency one has the following scaling law:

differential equations having a smooth vector field, that the shift of dimension (measure) in attractor merging or attractor widening crises is continuous as we change a
control parameter [23]. Accordingly, we believe that the behavior of Dj in terms of /i

Where T' in our case means the average time between switches of the two metastable

in Fig. (Sb), shows us that D; changes continuously. However as we will see next in

attractors. In Fig. (9) we show a plot of ln(7") vs. ln(^ — fi\), together with the

the second crisis {attractor widening) D/ may vary discontinuously as a function of

straight line that best fits this set of points. For each value of ft 10000 periods had

fi, though on the average D; changes continuously. Sudden changes in the dimension

been considered after a transient time of 300 periods. The slope of the plotted straight

of strange attractors are called blue sky catastrophes [7, 23] or attractor destruction

line 7* and its standard deviation A7* are given by:

[8,9]. In this case the attractor becomes just a chaotic transient, i.e., the orbit leaves
7* = 0.71

13
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of these series are plotted in Fig. (13), which we shall call attractor C. This attractor
We have considered ;tj = 1.951. On the other hand in reference [9] an expression is
given for 7 in terms of the eigenvalues \ d- \<\ &+ | of the saddle whose manifolds

consists of five pieces.
The smooth curve in Fig. (12) that arises after a. transient of roughly 6000 periods
seems that may be fitted according to the function:

generate the new homoclinic tangencies:
ln(| 0. !)
7=

(10)

For in = 1.951 we found that j9_ = 0.00606 and 0+ = 5.21733 and as a result
7 = 0.74. Though one may see a good agreement among 7" and 7, we believe that a

A, = ^ + / 3

where c ,o and ft are constants to be determined. If the smooth curve in Fig. (12)
exactly fits that of eq. (11) then the slope of the straight line
(12)

better statistics may improve the obtained results.
At the value /( = fXi with 2.04 < \ii < 2.05 a new crisis arise due to the collision of attractor A with its corresponding repeller (stable manifold) as suggested by

(11)

in the plane ln(() - in(Aj - 3) will give a for an appropriate value of (i.
From eq. (12) we may obtain an expSicit equation for a:

Fig. (5). This type of crisis classified as attractor widening, is similar to the inter-

(13)

mittent bursting occurring in the Ikeda map for certain set of controls [9]. There the
unstable manifold of a period-5 orbit (the attractor) collides with the stable manifold
of a different period-5 orbit. On the other hand in our case beyond fii we have only
a single attractor A provided we are not too close to the tangencies of the manifolds.
For ft — 2.06 > /<j the unstable and stable manifolds of the saddle points P, and P;
.sspectively transversally intersect, as seen in Fig. (10). The similarity shared by the
Ikeda map crisis of attractor widening type [9] with this second crisis suggests us that
we have a heteroclinic Ungency, since the new tangency is given only by the colliding
stable and unstable manifolds that belong to different saddle points.
In Fig. (11) we plot as a function of fi in the neighborhood of ft? the largest
Lyapunov exponent A]. Both quantities seem to change continuously as in the first
crisis at fi = it,. The difference stems from the fact that here we observe a sharp
decrease in the greatest Lyapunov exponent at fic — 2.04625. For /ic the temporal

Here t0 = 6000. Notice that for t > (0 the hyperbolic-like dependence of As(() on
time already has been settled. A plot of o as a. function of /3 must, give for the
desired value of ft a value for a with the least dispersion when all the values of t in
eq. (13) are considered. This is in fact the minimum requirement to obtain a nearly
constant slope in eq. (12) that we may ask to /J and the set of points (t, A,(()) to fit
a straight line. We find the optimum value ft = 0,0391. For that value 0 we obtain
an almost straight line for eq. (12). This is shown in Fig. (14). A simple program for
curve fitting of the set of points of Fig. (14) with a straight line gives the following
parameters for Q, ln(e) and their standard deviations AQ and Aln(c):
a = 0.9963S
Ao = 6.67 x 10"5
lu(c) = 7.0223

evolution of A, during 100000 periods is shown in Fig. (12) and the last 10000 orbits

Aln(c) = 7.15x 10"4

15
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The obtained straight line basically coincides with that of Fig. (14). Therefore, ac-

For ft > fic, as ft is increased the period of attractor C also increases, eventually

cording to the definition of Lyapunov exponent [16], the obtained value for /? > 0

becomes chaotic and finally gets destroyed by colliding with its basin boundary. The

indicates that the rate of maximum exponential expansion (separation) of two nearby

last is a typical mechanism for destruction of an attractor. The existence of attractor

trajectories is nearly constant at any point on the attractor C. It is easy to prove that

C in a small interval near the second crisis is another reason that suggests us that

eq. (11) may be simply rearranged in such a way that it matches with the maximum

we are dealing with the abovementioned sinks. Besides, it is known that these sinks

Lyapunov exponent definition .

must be localized near our attractor A i.e. near the points of tangency of the invariant

Here we would like to point out how the orbit falls into the attractor C. For ft =

manifolds [28]. In fact ,the destruction of attractor A by attractor C is possible due

/ic, after a short transient of around 300 periods the orbit enters for a long transient

to the collision of attractor A with the small basin of attractor C. Therefore we have

the region formerly occupied by the big attractor A until! this orbit finally settles

shown that not only are possible sudden jumps in size during a crisis of attractor

in attractor C. This mechanism occurs for all random initial conditions considered.

widening type but also sudden jumps in dimension due to the appearance of attractor

As discussed above, at this moment the evolution of Xi(t) has an hyperbolic-like

C at the onset of a heteroclinic tangency. On the average the information dimension

dependence governed by eq. (11). For ft = pc attractor A is just a chaotic transient,

remains continuous. However, the sum of the Liapunov exponents A^A^ inattractors

since it is not anymore a set of recurrent orbits [27].

A and C are basically the same near ft2-

According to the numerical evidence that we show, we believe that at some value

As oppossed to crises induced intermittencies where attractor destruction takes

/i cl the big attractor A touches its basin boundary created by the appearance of

place, as in our case, chaotic attractor destruction crises where intermiUency is

attcartor C. The basin of attractor C must have very small dimensions , just prior

present may occur, as in the case of the two-ievel model for the CO2 laser with

to destruction of attractor A ,since we do not detect attractor C for a large set of

modulated losses [29]. Here it has been found that the intersection of the stable and

.andom initial conditions, in the vicinity of its basin at ft = jic, Here a crisis of

•:nstable manifolds related to saddles of period n destroys a chaotic attractor created

attractor destruction kind occurs as suggested by the Fig. (IS). After a transient of

from ft saddle of period n — 1 and as a result a new chaotic attractor is created [30].

2000 periods, 200 orbits were plotted in the bifurcation diagram of Figs. (15) where

Therefore one may expect a jump in the dimensions of the old and new attractors.

for /i values on the left or right hand side of this plot , attractor C does not exists

Notice that in the COi laser model the strange attractors are stable for controls be-

and, according to our numerical computations after a transient the orbit settle again

yond the crises, while here the observed attractor C according to the theory [27] and

in attractor A . For /( values in the vicinity of /ic as shown in Fig. (15) any orbit

our numerical computations exists just in the neighborhood of the crisis, i.e, during

in the phase space with the possible exception of a finite or infinite number of small

the formation of a new heteroclinic tangency.

basins will reach the attractor C. The transient time to reach attractor C depends
strongly on the initial conditions.

On the other hand in the context of optical phenomena for the Ikeda map [31] it
has been shown the coexistence of a periodic attractor and Newhouse sinks. However
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here we have seen that the onset of a sink may destabilize the existing attractor in a

homoclinic tangency.This critical exponent is also determined by plotting the power-

finite interval of fi, beyond which attractor A reappears. Let us recall that our dissi-

law scaling of the average switching time among the attractors versus a PCM gain

pative system is reversible as opossed to the abovementioned model equations.That

coefficient increment.Both calculations give very close results. On the other hand we

allowed us to predict the heteroclinic crisis in terms of the collision between the at-

have shown that in a crisis of attractor widening type not only jumps in size may

tractor and repeller. Finally, we would like to point out that due to the symmetry

occur but also changes in dimension related with the destruction of the attractor in

property 5'! there is a symmetric attractor C corresponding to attractor C. Attractor

a very small interval of the control parameter.The later is due to the collision of the

C has been observed in our numerical calculations.

previous attractor with its basin boundary, which in turn is related to the onset of new
attractors induced by the tangency of the invariant manifolds. The hyperbolic-like

V. CONCLUSIONS
In t.he present paper we have studied a set of new equations that describe the long
term dynamics in a system consisting of a thin layer of two-level atoms driven by an

time dependence that this new attractor shows for the positive Liapunov exponent
transient indicates that the maximum expansion rate is the same in all the points on
this new attractor.

external coherent field and a phase conjugated mirror (PCM).Since the variables of
the system are localized on the Bloch sphere, chaos occurs due to the explicit time
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FIG. 7.

FIGURES

For n = !.96 > /ij, i.e., slightly after the first crisis, we plot the azimuthal

angle <j> vs. the number of iterates.

FIG. 1. Schematic representatiois of a thin layer of two-level atoms interacting with
FIG. 8.

an external laser field Eo and a phase conjugated mirror (PCM),

Plots in the neighborhood of fa (solid squares), (a) Maximum Lyapunov

exponent X\ vs. the gain coefficient p. (b) Information dimension D; vs. )i. The transient
time has been set equal to 8000 periods and only the last 300 iterates had been plotted.
FIG. 2.

Gain coefficient /i = 2.0. In all these plots after a transient time of 300

periods the next 50000 periods are considered, (a) Poincare section (<p, D) of the flow given
by eq. (5) taken by sampling its solution every period of the Rabi frequencies fir and ils.

FIG. 9.

Plot of ln(T") vs. ln(*).Here & = (i - fa. T' is the average time between

(b) Transient for the maximum Lyapunov exponent A, vs. time (number of iterates). The

switches among attractors A) and A2 (solid squares).We show also the straight line that

limit at infinity gives Aj. (c) Transient for the Kaplan-Yorke dimension

best fits these set of points . 10000 periods had been considered to find T" at every p. value.

FIG. 3.

Dn-Y-

Bifurcation diagrams for the azimuthal angle <f> vs - g 11 " coefficient fi (a) and

FIG. 10. For JJI = 2.06 transverse heteroclinic intersections among the unstable (solid
line) and stabie (dotted line) manifolds already occurs.

inversion D vs. /i (b).

FKI. -4. Poincare section for 2 different chaotic attractors A\ (points) and A2 (solid

FIG. 11. Plot in the neighborhood of )t3, for the maximum Liapunov exponent A, vs.

points) for /i = n\ = 1.945, just before the first crisis occurs at /J = fa.

FfG. h. Poincare section for the only attractor A (points) and its repeller (solid points)
for /i = jij = 2.04, just before the second crisis occurs at ft — JJ 2 .

FIG. 6.

For \x — jif = 1.945 we plot the single period unstable orbits (squares).

Unstable manifolds of the saddles embedded in the chaotic attractor (solid lines).Stable

FIG. 12. Transient evolution for the maximum Lyapunov exponent Ai for p, = \ic =
2.04625 . 100000 iterates are considered.

FIG. 13. Poincare section of the chaotic attractor C {*) for iic = 2.04625. Another
chaotic attractor C is obtained upon application of the symmetry operation Si.

manifolds of the saddles embedded in the basin boundary (dotted lines).
FIG. 14. Plot of ln(<J> vs. ln(JV).Here Q - Xi{N)-

d , N is the number of iterates

(periods) and jJ = 0.0391.

FIG. 15. Bifurcation diagram for the azimuthal angle <j> vs. n .
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